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The Motion Sick (Digital Bear, $12) The debut 
from this Boston indie band is 24-carat radio 
fodder.  Songwriter Michael Epstein threads 
glimmering pop hooks with a hipster sensibility 
and the odd lick of alt-country jangle, and he’s 
not averse to layering ‘80’s-style power chords 
alogside an accordion riff.  An audiology pro-
fessofessor at Northeaster, Epstein’s lyrics are some-
times too cute, but so are Weezer’s.  Anything’s 
pardonable, though, when you produce such ir-
repressable, and indelible, pop choruses

 The Motion Sick guitarist/vocalist Michael Epstein is one of those people who seems in-
stantly familiar for some reason. He has a distinct look, long sideburns streaking from his 
curly hair down the sides of his angular face. He is constantly asked “Where do I know you 
from?” and seems to always offer the same shrug and smile like it’s the story of his life. 
The rest of the band follows suit: drummer Travis Richter, bassist Matthew Girard and gui-
tarist Patrick Mussari might be the band you saw in Cambridge last night or the guys who 
work down the hall from you.
 This is the story of The Motion Sick — they look familiar and sound familiar, too. Part of 
it is simple musical sensibility. The band threads hooks throughout their songs like skilled 
fisherman, pulling in ears with strong melodies and vocal harmonies in songs like the slow-
building, harmony-laden “Satellite.” Epstein bemoans a lack of communication, lamenting 
“Even if I had a satellite, I could never reach your brain.”  
 The song continues with a list of fantastical items — UFOs, atom bombs, time machines 
and Marshall stacks — none of which he believes will help solve his relationship problems.  

A slightly clumsy horn section drives home the charmingly semi-awkward feel of the song. The group seems comfortable in their discomfort, like their 
shoes are a bit too large or maybe their contact lens prescription is just a little off. Epstein has a knack for twisting normal clichs into contradictory re-
frains: “The  bigger they are, the harder they fall / But size never matters at the end of it all.” While the song rides waves of catchy, classic melodies, its 
darkly resigned and frustrated lyrical tone are interestingly at odds with the music
 Other songs like “Dead-Letter Officer” exude this off-kilter, darkly comedic tone as well. The guitar stumbles around the song with melodies that 
seem to be tumbling down the stairs in their warbly descent.
 The group’s willingness to take pratfalls is perhaps their defining aspect, but it doesn’t hurt that Epstein, Richter, Girard and Mussari are all capable 
hands at their instruments. Each part has distinct personality, yet the members function as a cohesive whole on stage and on record.
  The band is like a well-balanced breakfast with equal parts musicianship and honesty, musically and emotionally. There is a lot of feeling in each 
song, but it’s not garish by any means. While the band manages to distill a great deal of emotional pain and heartbreak, it eschews melodrama with 
quirkiness and understatement. They’re Weezer without the over exaggerated indie style or Dashboard Confessional without the emo histrionics.
  The group’s latest release, titled Her Brilliant Fifteen is an 11-track effort in which the group puts its entire essence on display, dropping real world 
and not-so-obscure references to the aforementioned Marshall stack, The Wizard of Oz, and even some political issues in “My Country,” a sort of pro-
test song. The members of the band may feel like they don’t quite “belong” yet — their name is a reference to stowaways on pirate ships — but they 
may find themselves captains yet. One can’t imagine the band trading in their roguish essence in favor of something more “stately,” though. The band 
seemseems currently on a course for Wyld Stallyns-style world domination. At least people will finally know where they saw the band members’ faces. 

What’s cooler--getting Spin.com Band of the Day or 
getting Spin.com Band of the Day before you’ve even 
played a show?  That’s the way it happened for The 
Motion Sick.  Their charming chock-a-block debut is 
cut from double-A grade pop stock in the vein Neutral 
Milk Hotel, Weezer and Brendan Benson.

ChecCheck out:  “Satellite,” “Pre-Existing Condi-
tion,” “Driving in England”



 Last Semester, Michael Epstein taught a course at Northeastern 
University in hearing science, which focused on how people per-
ceive sound, but he’s got more than an academic interest in the 
subject.
 Epstein, 29 (center), not only teaches about sound, he cre-
ates it in his new band, the Motion Sick.  And as the audiology 
professor--who doubles as singer and guitarist --tests his material 
on local audiences, he can see firsthand how people perceive the 
sound of his music. 
 The group’s debut album, “Her Brilliant Fifteen,” drew “Band 
of the Month” accolades in April’s Spin magazine, which praised 

Epstein’s “cheeky literary wordplay.”  The songwriter melds danceable pop hooks with sometimes melancholy lyrics, such as 
”Let’s go for a walk in the moonlight, so I can fail to say what I feel.”
 Epstein, who got his doctorate from Northeastern and lives in Somerville, is happy he can balance music and scholarship, even if 
it doesn’t leave him much free time.  He’s been known, for instance, to write articles for academic journals at 2 a.m. after rehears-
ing all night.
 “I’ve had people tell me, ‘You’re going to have to give [music] up or make a decision between two different things,’” he said.  
“And I just kept saying no.  I don’t have to.  And I haven’t had to yet.” 
 Besides, playing music isn’t that different from teaching, he says.  It’s all about getting people to listen.

Another Life

Nerd rockers the Motion Sick were making headlines before 
they played their first show. Reminiscent of early Weezer, the 
group was deemed both Band of the Day and Band of the 
Month by Spin magazine before releasing its debut CD - “Her 
Brilliant Fifteen” - or playing its first gig.

“I“I sent out press releases and I guess they liked it,” said singer 
Michael Epstein, sipping tea at the Diesel Cafe in Somerville. 
“I had the magazine the day before the first show.”

A A professor of audiology at Northeastern University, Epstein 
likes to work quirky quips into the band’s songs. And since 
he’s an expert on hearing - and has the degrees to prove it - it 
makes sense that people enjoy what this 3-year-old band plays 
- so much so that WFNX-FM chose the Motion Sick as the 
winner of the station’s Last Band Standing competition.

DDrummer Travis Richter said the group’s moniker is “a 
strange, Victorian pirate term meaning a stowaway.” When 
he confessed that he came across it while listening to a book-
on-tape that had Fabio’s picture on the cover, he blushed.

The band just finished recording its sophomore album for 
Naked Ear Records. In addition to a cover of Joy Division’s 
“Love Will Tear Us Apart,” Richter said that the Motion Sick 
will include more aggressive original tunes on the new album.

“Sometimes they give us nightmares as we work on it,” Richter 
said.

ThThat’s not the case for the ’50s-style original “30 Lives.” The 
band made a dance remix of the song and a video, which was 
shot at Holliston and Arlington Catholic high schools. It gets 
its premiere tonight at Great Scott (check out behind-the-video 
photos at their Web site, www.themotionsick.com).

“ “ ‘30 Lives’ is a ’50s-style song,” Epstein said. “It has a dancey 
feel but it also has a video game reference. We’re pushing it as 
our new single.”

The song’s title and lyrics refer to a game code that rewards 
a player with extra lives. The group chants the “up, up, down, 
down, B, A” code during the chorus while it teaches the audi-
ence to do an accompanying dance.

What fun.

“It’s pretty easy,” Epstein said. “You can get it after the first 
chorus.”
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